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THE NUMBERS THIS QUARTER

QUARTERLY 
IMPACT REPORT
We work to prevent school-aged girls 
being trafficked into the commercial 
sex industry. We achieve this by 
strengthening family and community 
systems to prioritise the safety and 
education of their children.

This report features the story of Cheat 
who was a beneficiary, then an intern, and 
is now an Education Officer. It illustrates 
Cheat’s journey with Free To Shine from 
her enrollment into our program, to 
university, and finally becoming our team 
member. It demonstrates the success the 
girls we work with are capable of, when 
equipped with opportunities and support. 

21
Families provided emergency 
food and hygiene packages

43
Girls passed  

Grade 9

756
Safety  
visits

427
Social work 

interventions

Goal of the quarter

EDUCATED  
GIRLS



CHEAT
Cheat was enrolled into our program in 2014 when she was in grade 10. 
Cheat’s father worked as a construction worker, and Cheat’s mother stayed 
home, doing housework and making reed baskets. At that time, Cheat’s 
family faced extreme poverty and endured many challenges due to her 
parents’ illnesses. Her parents were both sick and not able to earn enough 
income to support the family. As an eldest daughter in the family, Cheat 
had to look after her two younger brothers and took responsibility for the 
family. Cheat was about to give up on her school. Fortunately, with support 
from Free To Shine, Cheat was able to continue her school and overcome 
her challenges.  

While one of Cheat’s brothers also remained in school, the other was not able to catch up 

sufficiently, and he decided in grade 8 to discontinue school and started learning to become a 

car mechanic.

In 2018, Cheat successfully graduated from high school, gaining good results in her exams. 

Before the national grade 12 exams began, Cheat’s Education Officer informed her about the 

opportunity to apply for a funded university place. Cheat was incredibly interested and didn’t 

hesitate to apply. Despite a competitive process of selection, Cheat successfully secured a 

funded place from Free To Shine to study General Management at university in the city.

To study at university, Cheat had to move to live and work in the city. She worked full-time in 

the day at a restaurant and as a barista, and she attended university for 3 hours each evening, 

six times a week. In 2021, Cheat seized an opportunity to intern with Free To Shine as an 

Education Officer for four months. After this time, Cheat officially became one of our Education 

Officers. She has demonstrated hard work and curiosity and has learnt quickly what her work 

entails. Now Cheat works with 38 girls and their families. 

Cheat is in her fourth year at university, hoping to complete her degree this year. Her success 

is an inspiration to her younger brother, who is now in grade 4, and also to young people in her 

community.
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“I chose to intern at Free To Shine because I wanted to gain new work experience and 

contribute to communities, encourage girls to study, and be able to catch up with the 

modern world.

I study general management at university. I now have knowledge related to good 

communication, flexibility, responsibility and planning, and have learnt ways to motivate 

staff and colleagues.

Skills and knowledge I have learned from university to apply in my work are how to 

motivate others and how to adapt myself to different situations, and self-responsibility. 

I have applied these skills by encouraging and helping team members, understanding 

and having compassion for each other, being punctual and problem solving. 

The difference between being a beneficiary on Free To Shine’s program and a team 

member is that when I was a girl on Free To Shine’s program, I was shy and not very 

brave, and I didn’t like discovering new things for myself. When I became a team 

member as an Education Officer, I have changed those mindsets and have become 

braver and more curious about problems in the communities. 

I have learned and gained experience and skills from this job, including learning to 

speak English which is an important asset.

Without Free To Shine, I might have ended up facing a lot of problems and 

discontinuing school because our family was so poor and in need of support. As I am 

the eldest child in the family, I had lots of responsibilities. When I was in high school, 

I never thought that I could continue my education to university and never imagined 

becoming a team member of Free To Shine. My parents are happy and so proud of me. 

They gave me freedom.

In the future, I want to continue my master degree of management while working with 

Free To Shine.”

I wanted to gain new work experience 
and contribute to communities, 

encourage girls to study, and be able to 
catch up with the modern world.

Cheat


